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Email: tcwalleyes@gmail.com 

MN DNR Research Assistance Project 
The TCWU Club was started with the primary objective of assisting interested 

persons with their fishing skills as well as promoting fishing. Achievement of 

these objectives begins with recruiting members and raising funds to accomplish 

these goals. We are off to an excellent start on membership thanks to each of 

you. We are also off to a good start on fundraising, but much more needs to be 

done. 

 
A critical cog in the Club's future is the later of the two tenets of the Club's 

goals, that being promoting fishing. From a practical perspective, teaching folks 

to fish is awesome, but somewhat problematic to achieve if we don't have fish. 

So, since the inception of the Club, your Board has diligently worked to cultivate 

relationships with other groups, organizations, state and federal agencies to find 

opportunities to assist these groups to improve fishing in MN. The Club's prima-

ry means of doing this is by providing human capital and financial assistance. 

 
With this as a reference point, let me provide you with a summary of our MN 

DNR project. As I mentioned above, one of the groups we have spent time 

courting is the MN DNR and in particular the fisheries folks - for obvious rea-

sons. During the last week of July we received an inquiry from the MN DNR as to 

our ability to assist it with a "Hooking Mortality Survey" on Lake Mille Lacs. A 

Hooking Mortality Survey is a study that takes fish caught on the lake and, after 

the prompt collection of some data and tagging by the MN DNR, is placed in a 

pen which is monitored by the DNR. These fish are held for 2-4 days all the while 

being monitored by the DNR to see if the particular fishing detail resulted in 

increased or decreased mortality.    (CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)... 
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MN DNR Research Assistance Project 
(CONTINUED)... 
The request was for no more than 4 boats with at least 2, but no more than 3 

anglers in each boat. And they wanted us to perform this survey on August 4th 

from 3:00 p.m. to, at least 7:00 p.m., a minimum of four hours for each boat. 

We were asked to fish using only slip bobbers or a rig tipped with leeches. 

 
The reason for these specific directives was that the DNR had done a significant amount of "pre-fishing" work which 

focused on determining the methods of fishing used on the lake. No need to use a method for the survey that was 

not fished on the lake, right? As part of this event and since then-current MN fishing regulations require the immedi-

ate release of walleyes caught on Lake Mille Lacs, each boat was granted a special permit to "take possession of the 

fish" for the limited purpose of promptly delivering it to the DNR. 

 
So, at approximately 3:00 p.m., we set off on our little fishing adventure. In addition to the four Club boats, there 

were also two DNR boats. We launched from the public access near Sherman's Point. This location was selected be-

cause of the windy conditions. The winds were approximately 15 mph, with gusts up to 25 mph. This location provid-

ed some wind blocking and allowed us to launch in a safe manner. Unfortunately, the night before this event, a big 

storm with high winds went through the area, and we all know the effect of a big front on fish and what the post 

frontal bite is likely to be—slow. Of course, the bite lived up to expectations—slow. But, the group did catch wall-

eyes—enough to provide legitimate data for the DNR, and the fish were turned over to the DNR for data collection. 

 

The event was great. The next day we received an email from the MN DNR thanking us for our assistance and asking 

if we would assist with other matters the DNR might have. We promptly responded, YES, any time and any place. 

Some of the events discussed included assisting with the Annual MN Governor Walleye Opener as well as DNR spon-

sored youth fishing events. Let us know if you are interested in participating in future events of this nature.  

 

- Joseph Roach, President 

Lures and Baits: Room for More Raps? 
Always ! Check out these new Shad Raps in the DT ( Dive To ) series from Rapala in the retreating crawfish pattern 

with five (5) different seasonally-specific colors. Available in models 4, 6, 10 and 16 that correspond with their div-

ing depth. While it may be debatable on how often Walleye feed on crawfish, it is well known to all of us that Wall-

eye are picky eaters and are always keeping us guessing so it's good practice to have another trick up your sleeve 

when your go to baits aren't putting fish in the boat. 

- Patrick Nelson, Board Member 
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Primitive Pete’s Fishing Experience 
What is one thing the pros and successful walleye fishermen do that I don’t?  Here’s one thing: they take care of their 
line.  They will re-tie knots and strip off line whenever it starts to look frayed or coiled, or simply because it has been 
on the reel for an extended period of time.  So why don’t I do this?  Because it takes time, not all my knots come out 
right the first time (which takes more time), the coils will eventually straighten out in the water (kind of), line is ex-
pensive, and if I break off a fish or two what’s the harm? 
 
Let’s look at these excuses in reverse order.  What’s the harm in breaking off a fish or two?  Well, if that is your fish of 
a lifetime, it’s going to be pretty devastating.  The good news is, you will probably never see your fish of a lifetime up 
close, as you will break off your line well before you experience the heartbreak of losing that fish.  But even if it’s 
simply an eater that is part of your limit, why would you take the chance? How many times are you limiting out, or at 
least counting the number of nice walleye’s released out of the slot that you can afford to lose fish out of negligence? 
 
But line is expensive.  What’s the harm in leaving it on the reel a little extra time or rationalizing that those nicks from 
that last northern shouldn’t compromise the integrity of the line that much?  Even if you overlook the pain of losing 
fish, look at the cost of your line as one of the smallest investments you make.  A $20 spool of line will probably last 
you the season on a reel, no matter how often you re-tie and discard sections of that line.  Compared to the cost of 
gas, (truck and boat), maintenance, tackle, and bait, that line is a fraction of the expense you will go through in pur-
suit of the mighty walleye.  And if you are using cranks, you only need to avoid breaking off a couple each year to 
recoup your investment in a decent line. 
 
How about coils?  Spinning reels are going to put coils in your line, no matter how diligent you are, and reeling against 
the drag immediately causes line twisting.  Using spinners or rigs will also twist your line and have a negative effect 
on casting, the performance of live bait on the end of your line, and the ability to feel that slight tap or unexpected 
weight signifying a bite.  If you don't minimize your coils and line twists, or replace your line when you get to the 
point it won't lay straight, you will miss bites, fail to land fish, and spend additional time untangling lines when your 
baits should be in the strike zone. 
 
Which gets us back to time.  If I don't re-tie frayed or twisted line, I should have my lure in the water more, right?  
Not right.  If you have ever timed yourself trying to untangle lines or trying to get a lure to run true, you will soon 
learn that the minute or so needed to re-tie a new or undamaged section of line will be time well spent.  If you add in 
the time tying on new lures after inevitable breakoffs due to neglected line, you will soon learn the value of caring for 
your line and replacing much faster than you have in the past. 
 
Follow this column in the future for fishing lessons learned the hard way, from skimping on equipment or bait, to 
poor boat maintenance, and almost every other woe that can ruin your chance to catch walleyes. 
 

- Dan “Primitive Pete” Falstad, Board Member 

Walleye Rod Basics 
It is so easy to fall into the trap. It seems that bigger and better always gets bigger and better, and in the fishing world 
this is no exception. Rods, reels, tackle, boats, and all the “stuff” we use to chase those gravel lizards becomes an end-
less list of gear that we are supposed to have in our arsenal. 
 
When looking at walleye fishing rods, I believe there to be a few guidelines that can be helpful. Depending completely 
on one’s fishing style, you could go with a few or a lot.  According to my wife, I fall into the “a lot” category, but that is 
another story for sure. Over the years, I have had the privilege to fish many places with some really good walleye 
sticks, and this is what I have learned so far in my journey about walleye fishing rods.   (CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)...  
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Walleye Rod Basics (CONTINUED)... 
The good money should be saved and spent on your jigging and rigging 
rods. Both techniques are dependent on the most sensitivity you can 
get in a rod blank, which will really increase your fishing success. A high 
modulus graphite blank will let you feel that fish breathe on your bait. 
My jigging rods are 6’6” to 6’9” medium light fast action blanks coupled 
with a 1000 size reel. Line choice is personal. I use 10 # braid and an 8# 
fluorocarbon leader. My rigging rods are 7’ medium light fast action 
blanks coupled with a 1000 size reel spooled with 4-6# monofilament 
line. Spend your hard earned money on these two rods and you will be 
a happy angler. 
 
Trolling rods do not need to break the bank. I tend to favor 8’6” to 10’ 
rods with medium action blanks, coupled with a moderately priced line 
counter reel. I have used braided and monofilament line, and find that 
both perform very well. This again boils down to personal choice, so 
don’t be shy. Try both and see what you like best. 
 
Over the last two open water seasons, I have been fishing extensively with Jigging Rapalas, Shiver Minnows, and 
Rippin’ Rapalas. I have discovered that my expensive, high-modulus rods are not as forgiving when fishing these 
lures as the less expensive rods are. I use spinning rods for Jigging Raps and Shiver Minnows and a baitcasting 
rod for a Rippin’ Rap. The rods I have are priced $60-80 and I believe these are excellent choices in both rod 
types. The spinning rods have 2000 size reels spooled with 10-12 lb monofilament line, and I have settled on 10 
lb braid with a fluorocarbon leader on the baitcaster. Be sure to back your drag off a bit on the braided line to 
keep those fish buttoned up on the way to the net. 
 
We could go on and on for sure…..slip bobbers, dead-sticks, bottom-bouncers, planer boards, etc. Wow!! I’m all 
worked up and my head is spinning, and I need to go to bed now. I’m sure I will be soon dreaming of those wily 
walleyes. Until next time my friends. Let’s go fishing.   
 

- Jim Wood, Vice President 

Life Jackets—A “should,” or a “must”? 
Personal experience usually informs some of our 

most strongly held beliefs. I had the personal experi-

ence earlier this summer of falling out of a canoe in 

some two (2) foot swells more than a hundred feet 

from the nearest shoreline.  Both my canoe-mate and 

I were thrown from the canoe in heavy waves. Thank-

fully, we were both wearing our life jackets, and 

(eventually) made it to shore.  We agreed afterwards 

that our life jackets may have saved both of our lives. 

Local and national statistics can vary a bit, but here is 

a sober reminder: of all boating drownings, 84 per-

cent were not wearing a life jacket.  If you haven’t 

been wearing your life jacket while boating, whether 

because of inconvenience, simple forgetfulness,  or 

arrogance, we encourage you to re-visit the im-

portance of wearing a life jacket. Be safe out there! 

       - Josh Laabs Board Member 
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Membership Update 
Dear members and friends: 

 

Thanks to all of you who have elected to be a member of Twin Cities Walleyes Unlimited. We had a couple of great 

meetings in April and May and were able to welcome over 100 new members to the group. We have some great 

programs lined up for fall and winter and hope you will join us for those events and become active members of the 

group. Please check out our Facebook page and website to get connected to the membership application and join 

the fun. Completed membership applications, along with your check for just $25, can be mailed to: 

Dana Hansen 

2458 Leyland Draw 

Woodbury, MN 55125 

Again, we are looking forward to a great fall and winter program season and hope you will take the opportunity to 

join with us. 

- Dana Hansen, Board Member 

Upcoming Meetings 

All meetings are held at 1114 American Blvd. W., Bloomington, MN 55420 

Bloomington Knights of Columbus (also known as “Bloomington Events Center”) 
September 1, 2016—Brad Laabs—Topic: Fall Fishing Tactics 

October 6, 2016—Kristen Merwin—Topic: Breaking Down New Water 

November 3, 2016—Johnnie Candle—Topic: Fishing Devils Lake 

December 1, 2016—Tony Roach—Topic: Ice Fishing 

January 5, 2017—Scott Brewer / Kyle Agre—Topic: Ice Fishing Lake Winnipeg 
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Sponsors and Donors 

A big thank you to all our Sponsors and Donors! 

 

TROPHY SPONSOR:  Thrane Equipment, Inc. 

 

LUNKER SPONSOR:  Traxlers' Hunting Preserve 

 

KEEPER SPONSOR:  Roach Family Farms, Inc. 

                      Prior Lake Bait & Tackle 

                      Lapp Libra Thomson Stoebner & Pusch law firm 

 

DONORS:   Brad Laabs Guide Service 

                      Dunton Locks Pottery 

                     Bloomington Custom Embroidery 

                      Fish On Kids Books 

                      National Professional Anglers Association  

                      Rapala 

                     Gander Mountain 

                     Joe's Sporting Goods 

                    Rob Kirschbaum 

                     Randy Wilcox Your Outdoor Destination.com 

Frequently Asked Questions: 

Q: Twin Cities Walleyes Unlimited is only for people that are good fishermen or good at catching wall-

eye, right? 

A: No. Not even close. Many of our members do not even hold themselves out to be “good” walleye 

fisherpersons. All you “need” to be a member is to have an interest in learning how to fish better than 

you currently fish. Nothing more. We are interested in sharing passion about walleye angling with other 

people, so just having an interest in learning is good enough for us!  

Q: Do I need to own a boat to be a member? 

A: No. Some of our Board Members don’t even own a boat. As we grow, we will have more boating 

outings, events and even some competitions. In the meantime, TCWU is more about connecting with 

other walleye anglers, not a competition about who has the latest Ranger or Lund. Meetings are a great 

opportunity to set a time with someone else that maybe has a fishing boat—get out and fish together! 

Q: Do I need to be a “member” before showing up to a meeting? 

A: No. You can simply show up to a meeting and join at that meeting. Just show up, anytime!  


